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 Inverkirkaig to Bonar Bridge: the Muirichinn-Benmore variant

The Scottish Canoe Touring Guide does its best to put you off doing the Inverkirkaig
to Bonar Bridge trip. It describes the route as difficult and not recommended. It was
conceived as a way of linking two good canoeing areas, Inverpolly and the Oykel, but
the guide implies that the extent of carrying between them makes the trip hardly
worthwhile unless your aim is simply to cross Scotland at any cost. However, our
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interest in the route was sparked by an excellent video posted earlier this year,
although this too shows an unpleasant-looking 5km trundle up the Kirkaig River track
(“I’ll never be doing that portage again, ever”) and a long, long trolley down the road
to join up with the River Oykel at Lubcroy, necessitated by low water levels in Allt
Eileag which the original route used to link into the river. Out came the maps; maybe
there was a better way.

It seemed far more appealing to us to take the obvious chain of lochs in to Fionn
rather than hike up the Kirkaig valley. Why anyone would want to labour up the river
path rather than take this water route was hard to imagine. Perhaps they knew
something we didn’t. Later on in the route, the highly water-level dependent Allt
Eileag link could be neatly eliminated by taking the Benmore Lodge track to the
Upper Oykel. The portage distance was virtually the same (around 6km) and the
Oykel, being a much bigger stream than Allt Eileag, should have enough water to
allow progress by one means or another. 

http://s206.photobucket.com/user/Moosehead_Canoes/media/Inverkirkaig%202013/Inverkirkaig1_1_1000_zpsea2f2af2.jpg.html


We would be doing the route for the canoe travel rather than road walking so wanted
to keep tarmac down to an absolute minimum. The only road we wanted to see was
that absolutely necessary to get us from Loch Borralan at the limit of the Inverpolly
watershed over to the Oykel.

We began slimming down our gear lists in an attempt to be able to do some one-shot
portages. Out went Graham’s beloved candle lantern, pillow, large tarp, water filter,
posh stove set and formal attire. Andrew made similar sacrifices. Most of our usual
fresh food menu was replaced by dehydrated stuff. The week before the trip was
spent weighing gear and clothing looking for whatever extra weight savings we could
make. A lightweight thwart to replace the heavy solo carrying yoke was specially
ordered from Moosehead. 

Perhaps the main failing of the Inverkirkaig-Bonar Bridge route is that, after the
Inverpolly section, it is possible to escape to the road or riverside track at virtually
any point and trolley for as little or as long as you like. Tempting easier alternatives
detract from the feeling of adventure. The character of the route can be intensified by
leaving the portage trolley at home, thus committing yourself to a very different
experience. This also gives you 3.5kg less to carry. 

http://s206.photobucket.com/user/Moosehead_Canoes/media/Inverkirkaig%202013/Inverkirkaig21000_zpsaea5f4bb.jpg.html


http://s206.photobucket.com/user/Moosehead_Canoes/media/Inverkirkaig%202013/DSC09963InverkirkaigHouses1000_zpsa56b68e4.jpg.html
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Inverkirkaig had the look of the last outpost of civilization, the feel of a Hudson Bay.
As if to emphasize the wildness, a stag ran across the road right in front of us. We
set off from the beach at noon under a sunny blue sky with at least a couple of fine
days forecast and the lure of the unknown in front of us. Happiness. The road section
to the start of our chain of lochs gave us the chance to begin to acclimatize to our
intended single-carry, overhead portages. This was going to take some getting used
to. Unless everything was just right–the positioning of padding on the seats and the
height of your pack–it became very uncomfortable quite quickly. We should have
practised this far more extensively beforehand.

The start of the portage route to Loch Bad na Muirichinn

http://s206.photobucket.com/user/Moosehead_Canoes/media/Inverkirkaig%202013/DSC09965StartofPortage1000_zps73f9bc33.jpg.html


The water route to Fionn Loch turned out to be simply superb. Admittedly, there were
a couple of ravine sections that looked daunting in the distance, but when we got to
them the way through was clear, although because of the roughness of the terrain
we did these carries in two goes. Loch Bad na Muirichinn (which can be translated,
ominously, as Trouble Lake) must be one of the prettiest little lochs around sporting
several islands and dominated by the great spire of Suilven.

http://s206.photobucket.com/user/Moosehead_Canoes/media/Inverkirkaig%202013/DSC09968Firstportage_21000_zps1b5d86be.jpg.html


Loch Bad na Muirichinn. Suilven makes navigation easy. The route follows the
lefthand of the two ravines on the right at the far side of the loch

http://s206.photobucket.com/user/Moosehead_Canoes/media/Inverkirkaig%202013/DSC09970Muirichin1_1000_zpsf35a9964.jpg.html


The “Muirichinn Lochs” lie on the same fault as Loch Veyatie and Fionn Loch. The U-
shaped valley gives an obvious portage route

http://s206.photobucket.com/user/Moosehead_Canoes/media/Inverkirkaig%202013/DSC09982Ushapedfault1000_zpsc7bd9629.jpg.html


Loch a’ Ghlinne Sgoilte

http://s206.photobucket.com/user/Moosehead_Canoes/media/Inverkirkaig%202013/DSC09979MiddleMuirichinnLoch1000_zpsb507fc05.jpg.html


Looking back down the ravine to Loch a’ Ghlinne Sgoilte. A sombre place even in the
sunshine but with quite an easy route through.

http://s206.photobucket.com/user/Moosehead_Canoes/media/Inverkirkaig%202013/DSC09987Ravine11000_zpscd9f8321.jpg.html


Above the ravine we encountered a bog. Although not obvious to us at first, the feint
straight line through the middle, just visible here, was in fact a long-buried wall
which gave a surprise dry route through

http://s206.photobucket.com/user/Moosehead_Canoes/media/Inverkirkaig%202013/DSC09991Ravine21000_zps44e5dc50.jpg.html


The final link in our alternative to the Kirkaig River path, Loch Eidh na Ceardaich,
leads to the western tip of Fionn Loch

The route follows the natural line of a loch-studded rift which felt like one of
Scotland’s more secret places. Spirits were high as we carried the final short downhill
portage to Fionn Loch and back out into the brilliant sunshine.

Fionn Loch was a fantasy paddle that afternoon: calm, sunny and through the most
dramatic of scenery. We decided to camp at the base of the river up to Veyatie, a
place we now know well from previous trips. As we approached we saw another party
with three canoes camped up so we swung in to say hello. Our fellow travellers were
journeying on the morrow over the Central Portage to Sionascaig and Boat Bay. After
swapping a few stories we left them in peace and paddled round the corner, out of
sight, to our campsite on the “neck”. We landed with eager anticipation because
tonight was Fondue Night.

http://s206.photobucket.com/user/Moosehead_Canoes/media/Inverkirkaig%202013/DSC09990FinalLoch1000_zpsb3779047.jpg.html


Camped below Suilven on The Neck, a narrow spit of land at the end of Fionn Loch

We awoke to a strengthening breeze from the east; the wrong direction. A headwind
day! Pulling the canoe up the river was somewhat sheltered and fun, but where the
loch opened out conditions were quite wild. We could only make very slow, tiring
progress using whatever shelter we could find close the right shore, and pulled
around one particular shingle point where the wind was pushing up unpleasantly
large waves. The shoreline rolled by painfully slowly and the headwind didn’t relent,
right up to the moment of landing below Cam Loch Falls.

http://s206.photobucket.com/user/Moosehead_Canoes/media/Inverkirkaig%202013/DSC00002SuilvenCamp1000_zps64bc8602.jpg.html


Lunch stop on Loch Veyatie

The portage track here on the left is not obvious from a distance, but we knew one
must exist because of the popularity of this passage. A little searching revealed it
hiding amongst the heather. 

http://s206.photobucket.com/user/Moosehead_Canoes/media/Inverkirkaig%202013/DSC00006Veyatie1000_zpsf64a0ae9.jpg.html


Cam Loch Falls

http://s206.photobucket.com/user/Moosehead_Canoes/media/Inverkirkaig%202013/DSC00016CamLochFalls1000_zps1457f22d.jpg.html
http://s206.photobucket.com/user/Moosehead_Canoes/media/Inverkirkaig%202013/DSC00018CamLoch1000_zps5b3fbf07.jpg.html


The first view of Cam Loch and the islands

Even though it was still quite early, we decided to camp on Cam Loch Island because
of the scarcity of shelter beyond this point. The island is very accommodating in
terms of campsites and we explored for quite a while to find the best one. It is
surprising how quickly a damp patch of grass becomes a cosy camp. Up went the
tents and tarp, and we established routes to the best place to get water from the loch
and to some rocks forming seats by the waters edge, the perfect place for an after-
dinner chill out. Some of our gear had got wet so Andrew took the opportunity to
reveal to Graham his most recent innovative use of the clothes peg (Graham was still
recovering from the Teabag Clip)–this time to enable his damp socks to dry inside his
shirt without crumpling up.

The Camp on Cam Loch Island (Eilean na Gartaig)

http://s206.photobucket.com/user/Moosehead_Canoes/media/Inverkirkaig%202013/DSC00026CamLochCamp1000_zps4144e27b.jpg.html


Andrew’s handy sock drying system: “Just peg and go”

http://s206.photobucket.com/user/Moosehead_Canoes/media/Inverkirkaig%202013/DSC00042SockDrying1000_zpsa3ec7861.jpg.html
http://s206.photobucket.com/user/Moosehead_Canoes/media/Inverkirkaig%202013/DSC00048LeavingCamLoch1000_zps24709b21.jpg.html


Passing under the A835 following the river up to Loch Borralan

The road bridge over the river flowing into Cam Loch marked the limit of our known
canoe world. Next day we were eager to push on beyond. Because of quite low water
we were soon lining, but all was well until the house near Ledmore Junction. The
guide says that it is usually possible to paddle up to Loch Borralan but we found this
hard to believe because of the gradient after this point and the number of rocks
obstructing the stream. After the fence where the river bends to the east we
portaged along a ridge on the right bank for a while up to the Ledmore Estate bridge,
after which the stream took us quite easily to the loch.

The Ledmore River

http://s206.photobucket.com/user/Moosehead_Canoes/media/Inverkirkaig%202013/DSC00051LedmoreRiver1000_zps717aad37.jpg.html


Portaging on the ridge above the Ledmore River

http://s206.photobucket.com/user/Moosehead_Canoes/media/Inverkirkaig%202013/DSC00054LedmoreRiverLining1000_zpsea217144.jpg.html
http://s206.photobucket.com/user/Moosehead_Canoes/media/Inverkirkaig%202013/DSC00056LedmoreRiverPortage1000_zpsa4981fed.jpg.html


Loch Borralan is a wild and exposed place, balanced just about bang on the height of
land. It would not be a good place to get caught in a storm. We explored the stream
flowing into the loch at the far side. On the map this could take the canoe traveller to
a point further along the road although the Guide dismisses it. It was not easy to find
amidst the reeds, but it was there, however under the present water conditions it
was full of rocks. We opted for the road but when we caught sight of the stream a
little later it looked like it could have allowed progress. Maybe next time.

Loch Borralan

http://s206.photobucket.com/user/Moosehead_Canoes/media/Inverkirkaig%202013/DSC00061LochBorralan1000_zps3cbaae5c.jpg.html


Searching for the exit to Loch Borralan

The road section wasn’t as tedious as it might have been because we had the
psychological boost of having crossed the watershed–it was downhill now all the way
to Bonar Bridge. We got many toots and waves from passing motorists, rather
bemused by the sight of a canoe with two pairs of legs striding purposefully down the
road.

We were heading for a plantation at the start of the Benmore Lodge track. This
looked a bit unlikely for a camp because it clung to a sloping hillside, but was
probably our best bet for shelter. We were running short of daylight as we reached
the wood, but managed to find a cosy, level spot inside before the darkness fully
descended. The flat bit of ground had just enough room for our two tents on a comfy
bed of spruce needles. There was a water supply in a little stream beyond the wood
at the bottom of the hill. It was at this point that the team nearly came to blows
when Graham tried to pull an old poker cheat to deal more food onto his plate than
Andrew’s.

http://s206.photobucket.com/user/Moosehead_Canoes/media/Inverkirkaig%202013/DSC00063LochBorralan21000_zps18275063.jpg.html


The track to Benmore Lodge

The Benmore track made for an easy 2.5km carry and we at last got our first view of
the upper Oykel, a handsome river which looked full enough for us to continue by
water. After a little paddling, progress slowed to less than two hours per mile but was
constantly interesting, especially as the stream was thick with salmon.

http://s206.photobucket.com/user/Moosehead_Canoes/media/Inverkirkaig%202013/DSC00072BenmoreTrack1000_zps4237d4f3.jpg.html


Slow but interesting progress on the Oykel

The rest of the day was taken up mainly with wading, and lining rocky drops. One
major hazard, though, was the slippery nature of the rocks. The river must have
been fully grade S4 (up-ending highly likely every half dozen steps). Neither of us
had experienced such extreme conditions before.

http://s206.photobucket.com/user/Moosehead_Canoes/media/Inverkirkaig%202013/DSC00080TheUpperOykel1000_zpsdfa6edb4.jpg.html


One of the several small falls that we had to carry around

The river stretched on in a similar vein as far as we could see, so it was a case of
heads down and just deal with the obstacles one at a time until about 5pm when we
called a halt to allow ourselves time to set up camp. 

http://s206.photobucket.com/user/Moosehead_Canoes/media/Inverkirkaig%202013/DSC00082SmallOykelFalls1000_zps27d3a45c.jpg.html


A shallow, rocky section of the Oykel. Two-hours-per-mile country

http://s206.photobucket.com/user/Moosehead_Canoes/media/Inverkirkaig%202013/DSC00085RockyRiver1000_zps681a310e.jpg.html


The point where Allt Eileag (right) enters the Oykel. Beyond the fence there was very
little water.

http://s206.photobucket.com/user/Moosehead_Canoes/media/Inverkirkaig%202013/DSC00087AlltEileag1000_zps68fb2b53.jpg.html


Camp Four

http://s206.photobucket.com/user/Moosehead_Canoes/media/Inverkirkaig%202013/DSC00088AndrewintheRiver1000_zps5ebff7bc.jpg.html
http://s206.photobucket.com/user/Moosehead_Canoes/media/Inverkirkaig%202013/DSC00089CampFour1000_zpsf3974bc6.jpg.html


Graham suffers from Obsessive Tarp Disorder, made worse this trip by having an
untried, smaller (lighter) tarp. He just had to experiment with a new configuration
every night, and today was no exception. A structure eventually started to appear
from the pile of paddles, lines and bungees, just in time as it turned out because
around dusk it started to rain. The sky had been greying all afternoon; it was clear
that a change was coming. We found the 3x2m tarp just big enough to keep us
comfortably dry. Another weight-saving innovation was to bring vitamin C tablets to
add to water to make orange juice rather than carry fresh oranges. It tastes OK but
there is a physiological consequence that we needn’t go into (except to say that
cavers could use the orange colouring to track underground streams).

In the morning, we convinced ourselves that the rain had added a bit of depth to the
river and so more paddling was in order. At last we could take on some quite exciting
rapids, and it was clear in advance which sections we could run and which we
couldn’t. We carried down the Anglers’ path for about 30min at one point to avoid a
particularly rocky section. A couple of sizeable tributaries joined the main river and
these looked rather enticing to venture up some day.

The top of the Falls of Oykel

The Guide Book route suggests taking to the road for a couple of kilometres to avoid
the Falls of Oykel. This is a shame because this is one of the scenic highlights of the
journey. We harboured secret worries about rounding a bend and coming suddenly
face-to face with a Niagara Situation, but there turned out to be plenty of warning
that getting out of your canoe would be a really good idea. Pulling the canoe out of
the gorge on a line landed us seemingly a very long way from anywhere. The portage

http://s206.photobucket.com/user/Moosehead_Canoes/media/Inverkirkaig%202013/DSC00094FallsofOykel1000_zps5f4e64f4.jpg.html


river right looked long and complex, especially as it neared the bridge. There was
nothing for it but to head off into the heather and take on whatever the terrain threw
at us, but magically a path eventually appeared, hemmed in between the gorge and
hotel.

http://s206.photobucket.com/user/Moosehead_Canoes/media/Inverkirkaig%202013/DSC00097FallsPortage1000_zps3aab2024.jpg.html


Oykel Bridge

Oykel Bridge had been a long time coming. It was quite daunting to think that this
was only the half-way point, gained after five days of hard effort, but then again we
should be able to do the second half in one day. 

http://s206.photobucket.com/user/Moosehead_Canoes/media/Inverkirkaig%202013/DSC00095OykelBridge1000_zpsf3babf4c.jpg.html


Below Oykel Bridge

http://s206.photobucket.com/user/Moosehead_Canoes/media/Inverkirkaig%202013/DSC00102BelowOykelBridge1000_zpsc7f0d42b.jpg.html
http://s206.photobucket.com/user/Moosehead_Canoes/media/Inverkirkaig%202013/DSC00108CampFive1000_zps4cf1d893.jpg.html


Camp Five

Graham, who had been quietly pondering the whole question of drying wet clothing,
now took the opportunity to unveil his retort to Andrew's “body heat sock drying
system”–his “cerebral heat travel towel dryer”. As well as getting his towel dry,
Graham looked rather fetching in this get-up and was immediately dubbed Lawrence
of Caledonia.

Lawrence of Caledonia

After more overnight rain, the next day dawned fair, and the weather was clearly
improving. The sun would be out before lunch. Despite what the Guide says, there is
one more quite severe rapid beyond the Oykel Bridge section which we had to
bypass. After this, the shingle runs became fewer and smaller until we finally met
deep tidal water. The paddling was easy now past miles of beautiful wooded hillsides
and islands at the height of their autumn colours.

http://s206.photobucket.com/user/Moosehead_Canoes/media/Inverkirkaig%202013/DSC00115LawrenceofCaledonia1000_zps63b46aa1.jpg.html


The Kyle of Sutherland; waiting for the tide to turn

At Carbisdale Castle we became aware that the water was behaving very oddly. The
canoe lurched this way and that amidst great boils and swirls, and paddling became
increasingly difficult. We realised from this, and the submerged waterside vegetation,
that we had met the head of the oncoming tide. Within around 20 minutes, however,
the activity subsided and we continued easily with the outflowing water.

http://s206.photobucket.com/user/Moosehead_Canoes/media/Inverkirkaig%202013/DSC00120Kyle1000_zps3abc5308.jpg.html


Fast water under Bonar Bridge

The Kyle was in full flood by the time we passed under Bonar Bridge, leaving us with
one final challenge–how to get back up to Balblair Forest where we hoped to camp. It
was all but impossible to paddle against the flow around some of the points so we
hauled up marshy channels and across spits, in a bit of a hurry because nightfall
wasn’t far away, and becoming benighted amidst these tidal channels didn’t appeal at
all. We used the lee of a little island to hop across to the Forest on the other side.

http://s206.photobucket.com/user/Moosehead_Canoes/media/Inverkirkaig%202013/DSC00124BonarBridge1000_zpse6e0258e.jpg.html


Picking our way back up the salt marshes to Balblair Forest

Tea in the Forest

http://s206.photobucket.com/user/Moosehead_Canoes/media/Inverkirkaig%202013/DSC00128SaltMarsh1000_zpsb1e2d3ec.jpg.html
http://s206.photobucket.com/user/Moosehead_Canoes/media/Inverkirkaig%202013/DSC00132PicnicTable1000_zps645fa320.jpg.html


"All-in" chocolate custard

After tea at an exceptionally convenient picnic table, we walked down to the Bonar
Bridge Hotel for the beer we had been fantasizing about for the last six days. It
tasted out of this world.

http://s206.photobucket.com/user/Moosehead_Canoes/media/Inverkirkaig%202013/DSC00135ChocolateDessert1000_zpsaf18515a.jpg.html


Most people agree that the only way to get back to the start after a trip like this is in
a gold Mercedes. Ours was provided by Ronnie’s Taxis of Ardgay and pulled in

http://s206.photobucket.com/user/Moosehead_Canoes/media/Inverkirkaig%202013/DSC00140BonarBridgeDawn1000_zpsdc4398a9.jpg.html
http://s206.photobucket.com/user/Moosehead_Canoes/media/Inverkirkaig%202013/DSC00144_2KyleatDawn1000_zpsdccd9064.jpg.html


promptly to the forest car park at 8am to take Andrew back to Inverkirkaig. The drive
back in the sunshine was pure Scotland at its best. The Oykel stretched out like a
silver ribbon, and the sites of all our labours, miles so hard won, floated effortlessly
past.

We stopped off, as we usually do, at Tesco in Inverness for supplies, then pulled into
a secluded track shortly after on the A9 to gorge ourselves on pasties and cakes,
released finally from our rather restrictive drybag diet.

Andrew (Borgwitha)
Graham (Moosehead)

Graham

Moosehead Canoes and Paddles
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Jings! Hats off to you all, what a great trip and account. Would you repeat knowing
the hard work along the way?
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You've done it again lads, provided entertainment, amazement and a sense of
disturbing jealousy.
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Covering as many malmiles as possible before being distracted by the pub!  

Paddle Points - where to paddle
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Join Date:
Location:
Posts:

Jan 2006
Hebrides

3,149

Fantastic.

Pictures from Scotland
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Way beyond established member
Quercus 
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Join Date:
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Posts:

Nov 2010
Ross-shire

30

Great report, pictures and strategy.
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Established member
Pagaie 
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Join Date:
Location:

Posts:

Dec 2005
Nr Rochester in

Kent
3,701

Brilliant. Great trip, well done. Good photos too, really captured the adventure.
Thanks for sharing.

Matto
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Moderately Moderate
Moderator

Matto 
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Ours was the marsh country, down by the river, within, as the river wound, twenty
miles of the sea.
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Join Date:
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Posts:

Aug 2011
SE London

3,473

Another inspiring blog of stern faced adventure against adversity...

...with clothes pegs 

Brilliant stuff and fantastic write up and photos... and top tips from the field. Thanks
for posting.

my canoe movies
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Way beyond established member
Davy 90 
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Join Date:
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Jul 2006
Horley, Surrey
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You guys bring out the adventure to be had in Scotland... Great blogg

Doug Dew
"The best is yet to come" My Father
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Beyond established member
dougdew99 
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Join Date:
Location:
Posts:

Jul 2012
Nottingham

3,557

Fantastic blogg of a great looking trip!

All that is necessary for the triumph of evil is that good men do nothing.
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Way beyond established member
mayobren 
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Join Date:
Location:
Posts:

Apr 2011
SW France

2,244

All round excellent again. 
Thanks

MarkL
and I am here ...
and you are there ...
and a thousand miles between.
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Trying my best
MarkL 
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13th-November-2013, 08:37 PM

Join Date:
Posts:

Nov 2009
88

Brilliant and inspiring stuff! When I started to read this I was thinking that the wood
canvas canoe would really shine on this sort of trip, but seeing the terrain as the blog
progressed I could see why you chose a heavier boat. I wonder though if a stitch and
glue boat might be a half way house - we'd been thinking of a coast to coast trip with
a similar portage style with our ply boat but have ended up spending all the time sea
kayaking instead.
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Established member
AndyMac 
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Thanks again for posting this up!
Andy
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Join Date:
Location:

Posts:
Journal Entries:

May 2009
Third stone from

the sun
15,043

10

Very good blog indeed.

Wouldn't catch me doing it, but most impressive!

Great stuff, lads. 

Send lawyers, guns and money. The shit has hit the fan.

Crow Trip Log
My books

#12

こんにちは。私はカラスと私はスコットラ ンドの出⾝身で
す。

Crow 
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14th-November-2013, 04:19 AM

Join Date:
Location:

Posts:

Nov 2007
Yorkshire,Gods

own country(Apart frae
Scotland of course)

229

A truly well earned beer too. Congratulations.

"Rocket is not an indication of speed" Just a reference to my full name! 
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Established member
Rocket 
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14th-November-2013, 10:56 AM

Join Date:
Location:

Posts:

Apr 2009
Downriver from

the Bywell bridge over the
Tyne

3,290

Excellent blog. Loved reading it. Thanks for posting

"Thinking means not knowing"

#14

Way beyond established member
Sundowner 
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15th-November-2013, 09:54 AM

Join Date:
Location:
Posts:

Nov 2007
Fleet, Hants..

2,191

Gentlemen, 
A truly inspirational trip! (If not just for the namesake! )
Having had only a brief chance to go over this late last night, I went to bed with my
head 'buzzing'... and I'll be going out the door in the same state in a minute or two!

It's an ambition of mine to visit Bonar Bridge one day, and this trip of yours has truly
fired-up something up in me!
Whether it's the O.T.D (Obsessive Tarp Disorder) the Waitrose bag or the scenary,
which is reminiscent of a journey once undertaken between Port San Carlos to Port
Stanley.... I can't be sure?

But it's certainly fired-me up!

Have to scoot now....

Loved the 'clip & go' socks...

We tucked our wet socks into our waistbelts on the way to Stanley.

Keep yer paddles wet, and powder dry.
MB
´¯`·.¸¸.·´¯`·.¸ ><(((( ((º>
`·.¸¸.·´¯`·.¸¸.·´¯`·.¸ ><((((º>
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Way beyond established member
Bonarmbj 
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Join Date:
Location:
Posts:
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Northwich

3,129

A truly superb blog!! This raises the bar (or paddle)!! 

To Canoe is to be moved!!!

#16

Way beyond established member
bonehead59 
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15th-November-2013, 10:03 PM

Join Date:
Location:
Posts:

Mar 2008
Scotland

635

Respect......you once invited me on a trip centred around Loch Maree and I now
realise that I'm just not tough enough !

Well done great trip , great blog and great photos.

.....off to the gym to start training....no more pies for me!

Bandy

CLICK THE LINK TO THE SCOTTISH CANOE TRIPS CHANNEL FOR VIDEOS OF MY
TRIPS : http://www.youtube.com/user/bandy598

#17

More posts than a more established member
Bandy 
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Join Date:
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Posts:
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Forres, Moray,
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More than established member
scoutmaster 
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Really enjoyed reading that, thanks for sharing.

Fred
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Join Date:
Location:
Posts:

Oct 2012
Fleet, Hampshire

1,956

Magnificent!! Both the trip and the blog!

If I could only paddle like a doggie oughta paddle

#19

Beyond established member
BaldMan Jump 
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20th-November-2013, 08:17 AM

Join Date:
Location:
Posts:

Feb 2007
Yalding, Kent

2,496

Hats off for a fantastic adventure. Thanks for sharing it.

#20

Way beyond established member
elveys 
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21st-November-2013, 11:05 PM

Join Date:
Posts:

May 2013
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Great blog but nuts, just nuts!

Kevin
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Established member
Bravestarr 
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31st-December-2013, 01:02 PM

Join Date:
Location:

Posts:

Feb 2007
Chorley,

Lancashire
464

An awesome journey! Very well written and excellent photos.

I love the way you decide where you want to paddle, get out the maps, decide that a
route looks possible and off you go!

Truly inspirational, as always.

Cheers,

Lynne 

All that is gold does not glitter, not all those who wander are lost
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More than established member
Lynne 
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